8. Evangelism/Apologetic/Philosophical/Occult
NOTE: CSSI is stocking and selling most of the booklet-tracts from
Lighthouse Trails in Montana for $2.00 each + S&H. Visit their website at
<http://www.lighthousetrails.com/118-topical-booklets>
for titles and descriptions. Then contact the CSSI office to order.
*Five Minutes with a Darwinist, Dr. Randy Guliuzza (2014, 24 pages). How to quickly challenge a
Darwinist by “Exposing the FLUFF of Evolution.” (sub-title) NEW!
$4.00
5 Reasons to believe in Recent Creation, Dr. Henry Morris III (2008, 45 pages). “[F]ive
foundational reasons why belief in a recent creation is not only feasible, but vital to a true
understanding of God’s Word.” (Back cover)
$3.00
Already Compromised, Ken Ham/Dr. Greg Hall/Todd Hillard (2011, 240 pages, ill.). This book
examines colleges and universities in the United States, both secular and Christian, and finds
that almost all of them have left their Christian roots in favor of secularism. Troubling!?
$13.00
Already Gone, Ken Ham/Britt Beemer/Todd Hillard (2009, 190 pages, ill.). “Why your kids will quit
church and what you can do to stop it.” (Sub-title) EXCELLENT!!!
Regular price is $13.00
*“Another Jesus” Calling, Warren B. Smith (2016, second edition, 230 pages). “How Sarah
Young’s False Christ is Deceiving the Church.” (sub-title) NEW!
$18.00
Another Jesus? - The Eucharistic Christ and the New Evangelization, Roger Oakland/Jim
Tetlow (2004, 224 pages). A scriptural analysis of transubstantiation plus Biblical insights into
global, ecumenical end-time events.
$12.00
As It Is Written - the Genesis Account, Literal or Literary?, Dr. Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr. (2016,
240 pages). Dismantling the Framework Hypothesis - this “is a superb defense of six-day creation
by one of the finest Bible scholars of our time.” (Dr. Jason Lisle, back cover)
$15.00
The Authenticity of the Book of Genesis, Bill Cooper (2011, 424 pages). A study in three parts:
- Antiquity of Genesis, - Flood Traditions from around the world, - Genesis flood tablet.
$27.00
Begin - a journey through scriptures for seekers and new believers, (2011, 240 pages).
It consists of selected portions of scripture from the English Standard Version with connecting
commentary by Bodie Hodge which gives a good introduction to Biblical Christianity.
$11.00
Beyond the Shadows - Making Sense of Personal Tragedy, Dr. Carl Wieland (2011, 123 pages,
ill.). How do we explain bad things happening to believers in a good God?
$10.00
The BIG Argument: Does God Exist?, Ashton/Westacott eds. (2006, 405 pages). “24 Scholars
Explore How Science, Archaeology, and Philosophy Haven’t Disproved God.” (Sub-title)
$14.00
The Book of Beginnings - A Practical Guide to Understanding and Teaching Genesis, Dr.
Henry Morris III (2012, 237 pages). Volume 1 covers Creation, the Fall, and the First Age. $13.00
The Book of Beginnings - Volume II, Dr. Henry Morris III (2013, 223 pages). Volume two covers
Noah, the Flood, and the New World.
$13.00
The Book of Beginnings - Volume III, Dr. Henry Morris III (2014, 237 pages). Volume three deals
with the Patriarchs, a Promised Nation, and the Dawning of the Second Age.
$12.00
All three of the above for only
$30.00
All three combined in one volume
$49.00
Busting Myths, Sarfati/Bates eds. (2015, 232 pages, full color ill.). “30 Ph.D. scientists who
believe the Bible and its account of origins.” (sub-title)
$18.00
By Design, Dr. Jonathan Sarfati (2008, 260 pages, ill.). “Evidence for nature’s Intelligent Designer
- the God of the Bible.” (Sub-title)
$18.00
By This Name, John R. Cross (2007, 374 pages, ill.). This book “peels the religion off [The Holy
Bible] and lets the ancient story speak for itself. In the process, a message of hope snaps into
focus.” (back cover)
$21.00
Christianity for Skeptics, Kumar/Sarfati (Rev. 2012, 207 pages, color ill.). “An easy-to-read, nononsense examination of the evidence for Christian belief.” (cover)
$19.00
The Chronology of the Old Testament, Dr. Floyd N. Jones (rev. 2005, 338 pages, hardcover,
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charts). “Solving the Bible’s Most Intriguing Mysteries.” (sub-title) Includes a CD-ROM.
$30.00
Coming to Grips with Genesis, Drs. Terry Mortenson/Thane Ury editors (2008, 478 pages).
“Biblical Authority and the Age of the Earth.” (Sub-title)
$17.00
Confound the Critics, Bodie Hodge (2014, 255 pages). “Answers for Attacks on Biblical
Truths.” (sub-title)
$14.00
The Created Cosmos - What the Bible Reveals About Astronomy, Faulkner/Anderson Jr. (2016,
352 pages, hardcover). “It is a must read for all who want to understand what the Bible says and
does not say about astronomy.” (cover flap) A RECENT book.
$25.00
*The Dawkins Proof for the existence of God, Richard Barns (Rev. 2010, 1258 pages). “[T]he
more seriously he took his atheism the more apparent the problems of atheism became.” (back
cover) NEW to us!
15.00
*Deceived on Purpose, Warren Smith (Rev. 2004, 214 pages). “The New Age Implications
of the Purpose-Driven Church.” (Sub-title).
$20.00
The Defender’s Guide For Life’s Toughest Questions, Ray Comfort (2011, 176 pages,
ill.). Sound biblical responses for the tough questions people do ask.
$13.00
Did God Use Evolution?, Dr. Werner Gitt (2006, 144 pages). “Observations from a Scientist of
Faith.” (cover)
$10.00
Dinosaur Challenges and Mysteries, Michael Oard (2011, 176 pages, hardcover, full color ill.).
“How the Genesis Flood makes sense of dinosaur evidence including tracks, nests, eggs, and
scavenged bones.” (sub-title)
$19.00
Don’t Miss the Boat - Facts to Keep Your Faith Afloat, Paul Taylor (2013, 190 pages, ill.).
Fictional as well as factual information to help the layman understand the Flood!
$15.00
The Evolution Conspiracy, Oakland/Matrisciana (Rev. 2016, 248 pages, ill.). “The Impact of
Darwinism on the World and the Church.” (sub-title)
$18.00
Evolution Shot Full of Holes, Jim Bendewald/Frank Sherwin (2004, 176 pages, ill.). “With
Four Irrefutable Arguments.” (Sub-title).
$12.00
Evolutionists Say the Oddest Things, Lita Cosner Ed. (2015, 152 pages, ill.). “Surprising
admissions from leading scientists.” (sub-title)
$11.00
Evolution’s Achilles’ Heels, Dr. Robert Carter ed. (2014, 270 pages, full color ill.). “9 Ph.D.
scientists explain evolution’s fatal flaws - in area claimed to be its greatest strengths.” (Sub-title) A
great book from CMI. Also available as a documentary on DVD. (See page 27.)
$18.00
*The Expanse of Heaven, Dr. Danny Faulkner (2017, 350 pages, hardcover, color ill.). This
companion book to The Created Cosmos… “is an application of the biblidal model of creation to the
science of astronomy.” (back cover) NEW!
$25.00
Exploring the Evidence for Creation, Dr. Henry Morris III (2009, 115 pages). This book
“is a primer on discovering truth, knowing God, and honoring Him as Creator.” (Cover)
$10.00
*The Extinction of Evolution, Darek Isaacs (2009, 169 pages). A modern day allegory which
explains what evolutionists believe and what the world would be like if their beliefs were actually
true. Clearing for
$10.00
Faith Undone, Roger Oakland (2007, 262 pages). “The emerging church… a new reformation
or an end-time deception?” (Sub-title) Very important information!
$12.00
*False Christ Coming - Does Anybody Care?, Warren B. Smith (2011, 160 pages). “What new
age leaders really have in store for America, the church, and the world.” (Sub-title) Beware. $20.00
*A Flood of Evidence, Ham/Hodge (2016, 302 pages, ill.). “40 Reasons Noah and the Ark Still
Matter.” (sub-title) NEW!
$16.00
For Many Shall Come in My Name, Ray Yungen (Rev. 2007, 224 pages). “How the
‘Ancient Wisdom’ is drawing millions of people into mystical experiences and preparing
the world for the end of the age.” (Sub-title)
$13.00
For Time and Forever - God’s Wonderful Plan, Henry Morris (2004, 222 pages). What is
the purpose of life? In this book, Dr. Morris “explores the breadth of what it means to have
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purpose in God’s creation.” (Back cover)
$10.00
Global Warming and the Creator’s Plan, Auxt/Curtis III (2009, 172 pages, ill.). A biblical look at
global warming (climate change) and related concerns.
$13.00
*The Good Shepherd Calls, Roger Oakland (2017, 288 pages). “An Urgent Message to the LastDays Church.” (sub-title) NEW!
$15.00
The Great Turning Point, Dr. Terry Mortenson (2004, 272 pages, ill.). This historical review
proves that “young-earth creationism is not ‘young’ “ but was “the dominant view of the Church
for centuries, rooted in Scripture itself.” (Cover) As the sub-title says, it describes “The
Church’s Catastrophic Mistake on Geology - Before Darwin.”
$16.00
The Greatest Hoax on Earth? - Refuting Dawkins on Evolution, Dr. J. Sarfati (2010, 335
pgs, ill.). A response to Dawkin’s The Greatest Show On Earth: the Evidence for Evolution. $15.00
How Could a Loving God…?, Ken Ham (2007, 200 pages). “Powerful Answers on Suffering
and Loss.” (Sub-title)
$13.00
*How Do We Know the Bible Is True? Volume 1, Ham/Hodge editors (2011, 300 pages, ill.).
Biblical answers to honest questions of faith.
$15.00
*How Do We Know the Bible Is True? Volume 2, Ham/Hodge editors (2012, 352 pages, ill.).
Biblical answers to more honest questions of faith.
$15.00
How Do We Know the Bible Is True?, extra copies of the Teacher/Work Book for the DVD
series of the same title. (See page 33 for rental set.)
$10.00
*How to Prepare for Hard Times and Persecution, Maria Kneas (2015, 232 pages, ill.). “We
need to be prepared to respond to persecution biblically instead of reacting to it carnally.” (back
cover) NEW to us!
$15.00
*In the Beginning Was Information, Dr. Werner Gitt (English translation by Dr. Jaap Kies
(1997, 256 pages, ill.). The author, an expert in information theory, “describes a new way
of understanding creation and the Bible.”
$15.00
Inherit The Wind, Dr. David Menton (2006, 32 pages, ill.). “A Hollywood history of the
Scopes Trial.” Contrasts and corrects the many distortions of the movie.
Now only $3.00
*Inside Noah’s Ark - Why It Worked, Chaffey/Welch (2017, 64 pages, hardcover, color ill.). Some
reasonable speculations on how various ark systems (feeding, ventilation, waste disposal, etc.)
may have been designed to reduce the work load for Noah and his family. NEW!
17.00
*Inside the Nye Ham Debate, Hodge/Ham (2014, 398 pages, ill.). An in-depth analysis “Revealing
Truths from the Worldview Clash of the Century.” (sub-title)
Regularly $17.00 Just $10.00
Jesus Unmasked, Todd Friel (2014, 238 pages). If you want to defend your faith in the Jesus of
the Bible in our post-modern culture, read this book.
$15.00
*Keeping Faith In an Age of Reason, Dr. Jason Lisle (2017, 256 pages). Lisle “examines 420
claims of bible contradictions and sets the record straight.” (back cover) NEW!
$16.00
*The Light That Was Dark, Warren Smith ( 2008). A well-written, revealing account of
“New Age Light” and how the author was led out of it to the True Light, Jesus Christ.
$20.00
The Long War Against God, Henry Morris (1989, paper, 344 pages). This book deals
with “The history and impact of the creation/evolution conflict” as the continuation of Satan’s
long war against God.
$17.00
Meet the Skeptic - A Field Guide to Faith Conversations, Bill Foster (2012, 144 pages,
ill.). “[A] new approach to equipping believers to engage the non-believing culture… [which
is reduced to] four basic categories.” (back cover)
$11.00
Also available are Workbooks (47 pages) for $5.00 and a Leader Guide (49 pages). $7.00
Messages from Heaven, Jim Tetlow (2002, 275 pages, ill.). “A Biblical Examination of the Queen
of Heaven’s Messages in the End Times.” (Sub-title)
$17.00
Miracle of Israel, Frazier/Fletcher (2016, 189 pages, ill.). “The Shocking, Untold Story of God’s
Love for His People.” (sub-title)
$14.00
Noah’s Ark - Thinking Outside the Box, Tim Lovett (2008, 80 pages, hardcover, full color ill.).
Research into the ark’s shape, structure, etc. and life on board it. Very interesting.
$15.00
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The Remnant Trilogy novel series by Tim Chaffey and K. Marie Adams shows what life
may have been like before the flood of Noah’s day:
*Noah: Man of Destiny, (2016, 298 pages). NEW!
$16.00
*Noah: Man of Resolve, (2017, 298 pages). NEW!
$16.00
*Noah: Man of Destiny, (2018, 298 pages). Coming soon!
$16.00
Old-Earth Creationism On Trial - the Verdict Is In, Tim Chaffery/Jason Lisle (2008, 208
pages, ill.). “[A] case against an old-earth interpretation of Scripture.” (Back cover)
$13.00
One Human Family: The Bible, Science, Race & Culture, Dr. Carl Wieland (2011, 378 pages,
color ill.). An “exploration of our diverse humanity [which highlights] the real-world trustworthiness
of the Bible.” (Back cover)
$18.00
One Race - One Blood, Ken Ham/Charles Ware (2010, 205 pages, ill.). “A Biblical Answer to
Racism.” (sub-title)
$13.00
Out of India, Caryl Matrisciana (2014, 248 pages, ill.). “A true story about the New Age
movement.” (sub-title)
$15.00
Paley’s Watchmaker, Bill Cooper (1997, 217 pages). An abridged edition of William
Paley’s Natural Theology (1802) edited and introduced by Bill Cooper.
$11.95
The Pilgrims Progress and other selected works, John Bunyan (reprint 2005, 860
pages, hardcover, ill.). An authentic reproduction of these classics.
$60.00
The Pilgrims Progress - All-in-one Curriculum, John Bunyan/AiG (2006, hardcover,
496 pages, ill.). Includes the full-length text, discussion questions, character analyses,
unit study, and CD-ROM.
$40.00
The Pilgrims Progress, John Bunyan (2006, 288 pages, ill.). A paperback edition of
this classic for family use.
$10.00
*Queen of Rome, Queen of Islam, Queen of All, Tetlow/Oakland/Myers (2006, 160 pages). “The
Marian apparitions’ plan to unite all religions under the Roman Catholic Church.” (Sub-title) $14.00
Questioning COSMOS - A Spacetime Odyssey, Dr. Elizabeth Mitchell (2015, 94 pages, color ill.).
“This guide will equip leaders and participants to discern scientific fact from evolutionary
fiction.” (back cover)
$10.00
Questions God Asks, Israel Wayne (2014, 144 pages). His questions help us understand both
God and ourselves.
$12.00
Questions Jesus Asks, Israel Wayne (2015, 188 pages). Learn key biblical doctrines from some
of the many questions Jesus asked while on earth.
$13.00
*Quick Answers to Tough Questions, Osborne/Hodge (2017, 88 pages, full color ill.). This book
gives quick and concise answers to questions about creation/evolution, the age of the earth, the
origin of life, and death & suffering. NEW!
$13.00
Raising Godly Children in an Ungodly World, Ken Ham/Steve Ham (2006, 236 pages, ill.).
Practical, Godly advice - previously published as Genesis of a Legacy.
$12.00
Ready to Return, Ken Ham (2015, 208 pages). This sequel to Already Gone and Already
Compromised, is “a simple and powerful call to return to the Church’s fundamental mission to reach
the world!” (back cover)
$15.00
Redefining Christianity, Bob DeWaay (2006, 256 pages). “Understanding the Purpose
Driven Movement.” (sub-title). Well written and very readable.
$12.00
*Refuting Compromise, Dr. Jonathan Sarfati (2004, 415 pages, ill.). “A Biblical and Scientific
Refutation of ’Progressive Creationism’ (Billions of Years), As Popularized by Astronomer
Hugh Ross.” (subtitle) Regular $15.00
Current stock Only $5.00
Refuting Evolution, Vol. 1, Jonathan Sarfati (1999, 144 pages, ill.). “A response to the NAS’s
Teaching About Evolution and the Nature of Science.” It points out the philosophical underpinnings
of the two sides as well as dealing with the key scientific evidences. Regular $11. SPECIAL $5.00
Refuting Evolution, Vol. 1 - study guide, (2005, 36 pages).
$4.00
Refuting Evolution, Vol. 2, Jonathan Sarfati (2002, 235 pages, ill.). “What PBS and the Scientific
Community Don’t Want You to Know.” (Cover) EXCELLENT! Regular $12.00
SPECIAL $5.00
The Right Questions - Truth, Meaning & Public Debate, Phillip Johnson (2002, 192 pages).
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In this book, Johnson reveals something of his personal faith in the God of the Bible.
$21.95
*Searching for Adam, Dr. Terry Mortenson Ed. (2016, 527 pages, ill.). “You can believe with great
intellectual integrity what the Bible says about Adam and the origin and history of man.” (back
cover) A RECENT book.
$25.00
A Second Look at Fundamentalism, The Scopes Trial, and Inherit the Wind, N. Aksionczky
(1999, 132 pgs). A very enlightening and well documented look at the reporting of the trial
and its subsequent portrayals on stage and screen.
$11.95
Six Days - The Age of the Earth and the Decline of the Church, Ken Ham (2013, 256 pages,
ill.). Learn how compromise, starting in Genesis, has weakened the church and caused multitudes
of young people to leave the church, many permanently.
$14.00
Slaughter of the Dissidents, Volume 1, Dr. Jerry Bergman (2008, 450 pages). This book documents numerous incidents of discrimination in academic circles based on belief in creation. $24.00
*Strength for Tough Times, Maria Kneas (rev. 2016, 131 pages, ill.). “Encouragement &
exhortation from God’s Word.” (back cover) NEW!
$10.00
Take Back the Land, Rick Boyer (2011, 255 pages). “Inspiring a New Generation to Lead
America.” (Sub-title) Calling young people to impact this world for the better.
$13.00
A Time of Departing, Ray Yungen (Rev. 2006, 244 pages). A straight forward warning about
“How ancient Mystical Practices are uniting Christians with the World’s Religions.”(Sub-title) $15.00
Understand the Times, T. McMahon & R. Oakland (1990, 180 pages). “It is the purpose of
this book to present a simplified Biblical perspective of the times in order to encourage the
reader to actively depend upon God's Word.”
$12.00
Understanding Genesis, Dr. Jason Lisle (2015, 496 pages). “Unlock a powerful understanding of
God’s Word and equip yourself with a reasoned defense against those who distort the Word of
God.” (back cover)
$17.00
War of the Worldviews, Ken Ham, et al (2005, 176 pages, ill.). “Powerful Answers for an
‘Evolutionized’ Culture.” (Sub-title)
$12.00
The Wedge of Truth, Phillip E. Johnson (2000, 192 pages, hardcover). Another sweeping
critique of the reigning materialist philosophy and a suggestion of how to rebuild the
foundations based on the Scriptures.
(Paper only $16.95) Hardcover $22.95
When Christians Roamed the Earth, Ham/J. Morris/H. Morris/Wieland/Henry/Cuozzo
(2002, 192 pgs). “Is the Bible-Believing Church Headed for Extinction?” Not necessarily! $11.00
When New Wine Makes a Man Divine, Roger Oakland (1997, 136 pages). “True Revival?
or Last Days Deception?” This continues the examination of experience-based Christianity
in the light of God’s Word.
$7.95
Why Won’t They Listen? - The Power of Creation Evangelism, Ken Ham (2002, 190
pages, ill.). A revision/expansion of Creation Evangelism for the New Millennium. clearing $7.00
Why Won’t They Listen? - study guide, (2005, 22 pages). (Free with above book.)
$4.00
Without Excuse, Dr. Werner Gitt (2011, 352 pages, ill.). This sequel to In the Beginning
Was Information, deals with topics like, “Information: the Key to Life; Scientific Laws and
the Origin of life; and Science and God’s Message to Mankind.” (cover)
$15.00
Witness To This Generation, Roger Oakland (1998, 170 pages). “Creation Evangelism
for the Last Days.”
$7.95
Witness To This Generation - study guide.
$3.95
*A Wonderful Deception, Warren Smith (2009, 230 pages). “The further new age
implications of the emerging purpose driven movement.” (Sub-title)
$21.00
World Religions and Cults, Hodge/Patterson eds. A three part series:
Part 1 - Counterfeits of Christianity, (2015, ___ pages).
Part 2 - Moralistic, Mythical and Mysticism Religions, (2016, 492 pages, ill.).
Part 3 - Atheistic and Humanistic Religions, (2016, 336 pages, ill.).
Three book set.
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